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Think   about   it   .   .   .  
 

Paul   is   arguably   the   man   that   made   the   greatest   impact   on   the   local   church,   the 
body   of   Christ…   and   he   used   his   tent-making   business   to   expand   the   Kingdom.  
 
Paul   used   his   business   .   .   .  

● To   put   food   on   the   table   as   a   self   supporting   missionary 
● To   gain   access   into   people’s   lives   (bridge   building) 
● To   barter   and   trade   in   key   seaports   (the   high   population 

centers   of   the   then   known   world)   where   teeming   throngs 
from   all   walks   of   life   and   various   cultural   distinctives 
gathered…   to   do   business 

● To   expand   the   Kingdom   and   bring   glory   to   God 
● In   a   God   designed   way   intertwining   his   business   with   his 

ministry 
 

Do   we   as   business   owners   seek   to   leverage   our   position   and   influence   to 
reach   the   world? 
 
While   most   individuals   know   about   250   people   .   .   .   are   you   aware   that   the 
typical   business   owner   knows   5,000   people? 
 
Have   you   ever   wondered   .   .   .  
“When   I   stand   before   a   Holy   God   (The   God   that   sent   His   only   begotten   Son 
to   die   on   the   cross   for   my   sins,   created   me   in   His   image,   and   gave   me   every 
gift   and   material   possession   I   enjoy),   will   He   (not   my   friends,   not   others, 
not   even   myself)   will   HE   consider   me   to   be   a   wise   steward?”  
 

Purpose   Of   This   White   Paper 
To activate Christian business owners around the world to         
think in a strategic, Kingdom manner AND to specifically         
equip Christian business owners to know how to do this          
AND   then   form   Mastermind   Partnerships   to   follow   through. 
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Legacy   Partners   -    www.TheVisionProject.net/LegacyPartners.htm 
 
Who   is   this   white   paper   for   .   .   .  
 

To expand our reach, we need to help others around us. Regardless of your roll               
in business, do you believe it would be good for you to pass along this white                
paper to others you know in the following roles? Think about everyone you know              
who serve in any one of the following roles and then pass along the link and                
encourage   them   to   read   this   white   paper. 
www.TheVisionProject.net/Kingdom.htm  
 
The   Entrepreneur  
The individual who finds a better way to do something and then starts a business               
to bring that to the market place - The Entrepreneur will gain benefit from reading               
this white paper to plug their talents, gifts, and resources into furthering the             
Kingdom   in   the   same   way   they   further   their   business   into   the   marketplace. 
 

The   Business   Owner 
The individual who owns a business - Will gain value from learning how to better               
run that business, generate more profit, and learn how to leverage all aspects of              
their   business   to   create   more   business   and   Kingdom   opportunities. 
 

Pastors  
Have you ever wondered how to reach people who, in turn, reach other people?              
Have you ever thought…  “Hmmm, business owners and other professionals          
would be a great resource to reach a lot of people outside our church. How do                
I… how do we, the church, best help and equip them to fulfill the desires that                
God has put in their heart?” Pastors will gain value, through a better              
understanding of the business mindset, how to help business owners and other            
professionals   to   turn   their   businesses   into   Kingdom   enterprises.  
 

Christian   Professionals 
Think about it... how many professionals in the marketplace         
would gain value from having a better understanding of how to           
connect with more people, connect at a deeper level, connect in           
a more meaningful way and connect with the intentionality of          
looking for opportunities to fulfill one’s God given Life Vision?          
Probably   everyone! 
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If you have questions, please  call toll free 888.230.2300 or feel free to join a               
weekly conference call on Friday’s at 11 am (Pacific) // 12 pm (Mountain) // 1 pm                
(Central)   //   2   pm   (Eastern).   Here’s   our   weekly   Conference   Calling   Number:  
 

857-232-0155   -      Access   Code:   473678      //      Webinar:    www.RavingFan.net 
 
There are so many people we would like to thank for their impact on our lives and                 
ability to write this white paper. If you are reading this white paper and do not                
know with absolute certainty where you will spend your eternity we would            
encourage you to visit  www.TheVisionProject.net/CPN_Lessons.htm and go       
through   each   short   lesson.  

 
This white paper is what is called an Action “Pay It Forward”            
White Paper. The entire purpose of the white paper is to cause            
us to take action on what we learn. You will see this “Must Do”              
graphic which will help you to activate your “DO         
!   ”   energy.  

 
Ralph Miller shares a most interesting thought about the         
miracles   that   entrepreneurs   create   every   day.  
 

-    www.TheVisionProject.net/RM.htm    - 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
continued... 
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Wow, pretty sure that you've never heard what is shared on this recording. There              
are four miracles every entrepreneur does and probably never even knows it.            
This is a session you'll never forget and will change your life forever. A MUST               
LISTEN!   Share   this   with   others   you   know.  
 

Play   Lesson 
 

Table   Of   Contents 
 

1.   What   is   your   Life   Vision? 
2.   Is   it   possible   we’re   deceived   by   the   Devil? 
3.   Breaking   the   deception   -   The   Truth   will   set   us   free 
4.   Growing   our   businesses   and   the   Kingdom   .   .   .   simultaneously 
5.   Setting   up   a   Kingdom   /   Business   BOS   -   Business   Operating   System 
6.   Mastermind   Partnerships 
7.   Reproducing   ourselves   .   .   .   gaining   more   time 

 
 

1.   What   is   your   Life   Vision? 
 

Do you have a written Life Vision? Are you clear as           
to why you were put on this planet? Do you believe           
that God would desire for you to know why you          
were   put   on   this   planet?  
 

Our experience in working with Christian business       
owners and other professionals for decades is that most         
do not know, with full clarity, as to why God put them on             
this planet. In the past we were in this same situation.           
As a result of not knowing what their Life Vision is, many            
have had additional negative stress, depression, and       
fear.  
 
 
 

continued... 
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Discovering one’s Life Vision helps us to see things in a very different light. It is far                 
easier to see how the things we used to see as negative were not really negative but                 
were instead God’s handiwork in preparing us for His purpose - His Life Vision for our                
lives. The freedom that we experience and the excitement we gain could be consider to               
be a miracle. Our night now becomes day / the darkness is now turned to a new                 
dawning.  
 

You can learn how to discover your own life vision through executive coaching and              
being a part of Mastermind Partnerships. Others have found the following website to be              
helpful. What’s interesting is that it only takes around an hour to go through some               
mentoring online and then a simple exercise of drawing a circle and listing all that you’re                
passionate about around that circle. Then in the center of that circle you list all of your                 
passions, God seems to consistently reveal our Life Vision to us through this process.              
That revelation has changed the way many people now see and approach their             
business   and   life. 
  

www.TheVisionProject.net/DiscoverMyOwnLifeVision.htm 
 

Throughout this white paper we will share resources, networks, tools, systems           
and links to what we have found most helpful and that have empowered us to               
write this white paper. If you also find these resources helpful, you are             
encouraged   to   pass   them   along   to   others. 
 
         -   Executive   Coaching   -    www.TheVisionProject.net/Action_Vision.htm 
         -   Mastermind   Partnerships   -    www.Mastermind-Partnerships.org 

 
1.   Discover   My   Own   Life   Vision 
2. For every video we watch, chapter we read. manage Up/Out to            

others   around   us   and   share   these   three   things. 
                        a.   What   did   I   learn 
          b.   What   ACTION   will   I   take   from   what   I   learned 

         c.   What   do   I   need   to   LEARN   next 

2.   Is   it   possible   we’re   deceived   by   the   Devil? 
 

Do we have any fears in turning our business into a Kingdom Enterprise? Have              
we ever even thought of it? If we know 20 times (that’s 2,000% more people               
than an average person) do we believe that God will hold us accountable for              
being   a   great   steward   of   the   talents   that   God   has   given   us? 
 
 
 
continued... 
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Being a great steward starts with and       
understanding of the 5 T’s to      
Stewardship. This is the key to      
success, not based on man’s standard      
but   on   God’s   standard. 
 

(T1)   Time   (T2)   Talent   (T3)   Treasure  
(T4)   Trust   (T5)   Truth 

 

When we are great stewards of the 5        
T’s God will give us more time, more        
individual gifts (talents), more financial     
and material wealth (treasure), more     
and better/deeper relationships (trust),    
and   more   people   speaking   the   hard  
truths   into   our   lives   which   make   us   better   (truth). 
  

www.TheVisionProject.net/3f15TS.htm 
 
Have you ever felt that you just didn’t have enough time to focus on turning your                
business into a Kingdom enterprise? Have you just never thought about it? Have you              
ever thought that you “wanted to” but didn’t know how to do so or maybe that you were                  
concerned   that   it   might   hurt   your   business   if   you   did? 
 
What if . . . all the above things in our hearts and mind were actually a deception directly                   
from the devil? It would seem to make sense that if you had people who had 2,000% or                  
more the influence, of a normal person, that you wouldn’t want those people, as the               
devil, to be effective for the Kingdom! Answer the following questions to help determine              
if   there   is   a   deception   and/or   how   we   will   make   a   breakthrough. 
 

Provide   a   written   answer   to   the   following   questions: 
1. Do I  KNOW how to turn my business into a Kingdom            
Enterprise? 
2.   Am   I   TAKING   ACTION   -    DOING    what   is   needed? 
3.   If   not,   why   not?  
4.   Am   I   fearful   of   the   harm   that   will   come   to   my   business? 

5.   Do   I   not   feel   I   have   the   time? 
 
James   4:   17   -   Therefore    to     him    that   knoweth    to    do   good,   and   doeth    it    not,    to     him   it     is     sin . 

3.   Breaking   the   deception   -   The   Truth   will   set   us   free 
 

John   8:32   -    And   ye   shall   know   the    truth ,   and   the    truth    shall   make   you    free . 
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Implied in the above verse is that if we do not know the truth then we will be                  
enslaved? The devil will seek to deceive us and in that deception he will enslave               
us.  
 
Would you agree with the following statement . . .  “If a business owner knows               
that they should do something for their business, which will help their business,             
the only reason they won’t do that is because they do not know how to get it                 
done   with   their   current   level   of   resources?”  
 
We as Christians often do not want to learn         
new things, see new opportunities or be       
aware of what the potential opportunities      
are as we are like the servant with the one          
talent   .   .   .   and   was   fearful. 
 
Do we ever find ourselves saying “I’ve got        
too much on my plate now, more than I can          
handle, I don’t think I want God to give me          
more   as   what   I   have   is   enough.”  
 
The deception in this type of thinking is that         
God will actually allow us to keep what we         
have, when I reality . . . verses 24 to 27 seem            
to be a pretty harsh thing . . . which is often a             
good indication of truth.  “If the truth hurts, it         
was probably meant to    
hurt.”  
 
If we buy into any of the       
“easy” thoughts we have    
as to why we are not      
able to turn our business     
into a Kingdom   
Enterprise it would seem    
like that may not be a      
very good business / life     
decision.  

4. Growing our businesses and the Kingdom . . .                   
simultaneously  
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What’s interesting . . . is that a number of the Natural Laws, as they are refered,                 
are true for both business and Kingdom enterprise. The Law Of Gravity is true              
regardless of if we are working at the church or working in our business. We               
have found that there are physical laws, spiritual laws, moral laws, relational laws             
and business laws. Those who are “rich” not only financially, but having            
abundance in any area of life, are rich because they know and follow natural              
laws. 
 
If a Christian farmer were to not plant any seeds or the wrong seeds and an                
atheists were to planet the best seeds, in the right field at the right time . . . who                   
would   probably   produce   the   largest   yield?  
 
If there are two married couples and the Christian couple is not happy and the non                
Christian couple is happy, is there a possibility, that there are relational laws which God               
has put in place and the non Christian couple is being blessed with a great marriage                
because   they   know   and   follow   God’s   laws?  
 
Here’s a most interesting thought . . . maybe Christians, at times, are not the smartest people in                  
the world? Maybe since God has created everyone in His image those who are non Christians                
may have insights into the natural laws of business or even relationships and if we as Christians                 
truly had confidence in that God has revealed the truth to us, then maybe we could learn to                  
listen   to   people   who   may   not   be   Christians? 
 
There is, what is called a BOS - Business Operating System which has been discovered               
through  www.TheVisionProject.net which, from what we’ve seen, could run any sized business            
in the any part of the world. We know that is a bold statement but test out to determine the truth                     
of   what   we   testify   to.       http://TheVisionProject.net/Simple_PP.htm 
 
What we find to be very interesting is that the better our            
BOS is, the more effective we are able to share Christ           
and the more our businesses becomes Kingdom       
Enterprises. Think about it . . . if you benefit from this            
white paper, you will probably share it with others you          
know, maybe all over the world. That’s the Global part.          
Think abou it . . . at this point, you do not even know              
what our businesses do and will not until the very end.           
There is a large probability that we will gain business as           
a result of this white paper which is fine . . . or not, we               
am leaving this in God’s hands. What we’re excited         
about is that some of the things we share, could help you            
to reach more people for the Gospel which would not          
only lay up treasure in heaven for you but also we may            
have   had   a   small   part   in   that   as   well. 

5.   Setting   up   a   Kingdom   /    Business   BOS   -   Business   Operating   System 
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There are three elements to developing a BOS. Each of these three things will              
help us to generate more leads, better leads and stronger leads for our business.              
Each of these three elements will also help us to convert more of our prospects               
to clients, serve our clients in a more effective manner which will produce more              
referrals   from   our   current   and   past   clients. 
 
These three systems will create a Client For Life which producers greater            
profitability   and   doing   so   in   less   hours.  
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
When you think of all the years in business and if you were to simplify everything you know                  
down into one sentence what would you say business is? This is what we came up with.                 
“Business is there to discover the needs, challenges i.e. problems of people and then              
provide   a   solution   to   that   problem   in   a   profitable   manner.”  
 
Think about this for a moment . . .  “Isn’t this the same purpose of the church without the                   
profit piece and even then, the church does gather up tithes and offerings to ideally help                
the   people   in   the   world   solve   their   problems.”  
 
The difference seems to be the world view, meaning . . . do we work to solve people’s                  
challenges / problems at the core level or at the surface and if we seek to go to the core then                     
our   perspective   as   Christians   will   probably   be   very   different   than   the   view   of   others. 
 
If you would like far more detail on the BOS - Business Operating System check out the                 
following   white   paper   for   additional   details.  
http://TheVisionProject.net/WP_OwnCompany.htm 

6.   Mastermind   Partnerships 
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A great mastermind group will help us to learn how to capture the best practices               
of the entire mastermind group which will help us to build the most effective BOS               
for   our   business.  
 

We have been through hundreds of seminars, workshops, mentoring, training          
and coaching and Life Masteries Institute (a 501c3 non profit organization) has            
built   the   most   effective   12   month   program   we   have   come   across.  

www.Mastermind-Partnerships.org 
 

What’s interesting about their approach is that they start out          
the first month with intensive training in how to create a lot            
more free time. From months two to twelve, they         
systematically blend the DNA for  PEOPLE , with the DNA         
for    BUSINESS ,   with   the   DNA   for    LIFE .  

 
In the  DNA for PEOPLE we need to have a systematic           
way to deal with people. I have found that understanding          
personalities, not only is effective in hiring the right         
people, mentoring our employees to the maximum       
potential but also helpful in marketing, sales and        
servicing.  

 
Tom Kunz, the Past President of CENTURY 21, the         
largest real estate company in the world with over         
140,000 agents in over 70 different countries has        
said The 5/30 Grid ( DNA for BUSINESS ) is maybe         
the most amazing business model he has ever        
come across. It’s simple to understand, yet very        
comprehensive. Five areas to a business and six        
skill   levels   to   success.  
 

We believe the DNA for LIFE      
are the natural laws that God has put in place which creates the             
wisdom required to not only build a BOS for success in business            
but also to transcend the business to the spiritual dimension to           
turn   our   business   into   a   Global   Kingdom   Enterprise.  

7.   Reproducing   ourselves   .   .   .   gaining   more   time 
 

Speaking of Natural Laws . . . the Wam Belly Rub           
reveals the Natural Law as to why most business         
owners, own a job rather than owning a company.         
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This   Natural   Law   took   one   entrepreneur   over   fifteen   years   to   discover.  
www.TheVisionProject.net/CS_10.htm 

 

If we as business owners, own a job rather than owning a company it is very hard                 
to give the tithes and offerings we would like to give to the local church as often                 
our businesses just simply are not generating the profit which are needed to be              
as generous as we desire. If we do not have the BOS, the engine, that helps our                 
business   to   run   without   us,   then   we   don’t   have   a   lot   of   extra   time.  
 

Think about it . . . if our business is struggling OR our business is massively                
successful, either way we don’t have a lot of extra time to invest into turning our                
business into a Kingdom Enterprise. We’re often so busy at work that we come              
home tired and don’t invest the time into the Word Of God, the Bible, prayer,               
fellowship and sharing Christ. If that wasn’t bad enough we often do not make              
the   time   needed   to   invest   into   our   marriages   and   our   children   either.  
 

Do you think the Devil is pleased when Christian business owners don’t have             
time to pray and seek after using our influence to help present the Gospel to               
those 5,000+ people that we have come in contact with as a result of our               
business.  
 
Imagine . . . what your life would be like if you had an extra 20                
hours a week of so much free time that you didn’t even know             
what   to   do   with   all   the   extra   time.  
 
Think about how amazing your business would be if you had an            
extra 20 hours a week of free time that you could invest into             
work “On” your business rather than just “In” your business.          
What If . . . you had the systems in place where you could in               
minutes touch thousands of people with something of added         
value, like “The Secret About Time” white paper and then could           
slide your own personal testimony in at the end or something about how God has richly                
blessed   you,   your   family   and   your   business? 
 
“The   Secret   About   Time”   white   paper   -    www.TheVisionProject.net/SecretAboutTime.htm 
Online   Short   Videos   -    www.TheVisionProject.net/30day.htm 

Conclusion   .   .   . 
 

Really, when you think about it . . . we in business, need to be asking everyone                 
we meeting  “So . . . with all the things you’ve got going, what would say the                 
biggest   challenge   you   are   facing   in   any   area   of   your   business   or   life?”  
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Some of those solutions to the challenges they are facing in business will help us               
to better marketing and sell our products or services and all of those challenges,              
the pain in people lives, when we think about it, can be traced back do the core                 
of the human heart, which at the deepest level, I believe can only be met by                
Christ.  
 

Simple   Bottom   Line   Steps 
 

Step   1:         Connect   in   with   a   mastermind   group 
 

Step   2:         Ask   everyone   in   your   network   .   .   .    “I   was   wondering,   what   is   the 
biggest   challenge   you   might   be   facing   in   any   area   of   your   life, 
career   or   business?” 

 

Step   3:         Work   with   your   mastermind   group   to   create   a   library   of   possible 
solutions.      This   solution   library   will   consist   of   business   solutions   which 
requires   an   investment   and   will   generate   sales   for   those   in   the 
mastermind   group   AND   will   also   include   free   resources,   such   as   white 
papers   and   potential   spiritual   solutions   which   will   draw   some   into   asking 
additional   questions   from   you   about   the   saving   knowledge   of   Christ. 
www.TheVisionProject.net/FreeStuff.htm  

 

If you are interesting in a complimentary 30 minute interview / strategy session             
please feel free to call toll free 888.789.7878 inside the US or if you are outside                
the US you can call the US based number at 630.393.9909 to schedule that              
complimentary   appointment.  
 

REMINDER . . . Please pass this along to peers, pastors and any             
other Christian professional you know. As more individuals        
become aware of this that more business / sales / profits           
Christian business owners can earn, the more they can give back           
to God and the more time they will have to invest to transition             
their   businesses   into   Global   Kingdom   Enterprises.  
 

www.TheVisionProject.net/Kingdom.htm 
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Pay   It    Forward    White   Papers 
 
Core   Concept   -   Building   on   the   knowledge   base   of   others   .   .   . 
Next generational knowledge . . . Any group of four individuals actively involved with              
www.TheVisionProject.net i.e. Legacy Network, Mastermind Partnerships, Profitable       
Partnerships professionals may take anyone of these white papers, specific to this topic             
and rewrite, it any way they wish, as long as it adheres to the overall values of for the                   
network   and   follows   the   “Pay   It   Forward   White   Paper”   format. 
 
The four individuals involved in the original white paper, where the white paper was              
originally created, will be recognized for their efforts at the end of your new white paper.                
All copyrights for all white papers and everything contained within the white papers will              
be   held   through   Life   Masteries   Institute   and   The   Vision   Project. 
 
The accumulation of combined knowledge will create a worldwide effort which we            
believe will touch all seven plus billion people on this planet . . . fulfilling the Vision for                  
the     www.TheVisionProject.net . 
 
The Vision Project network will seek to track all those who have been affected as a                
result of all the iterations, the variations of this white paper, as each group of four, add                 
their own unique knowledge, experience, perspective and insights into the ongoing           
generations   of   what   will   be   shared   throughout   the   world. 
 
We can accomplish far more together than we ever could on our own. Applied to this                
type of white paper a new version of the white paper may only have a 1% change. That                  
1%   change   could   make   all   the   difference   in   the   world. 
 
As you read this white paper did you see something you thought could have been better                
shared? Do you believe you have a story that really drives home the point in the white                 
paper? Would you like to use this white paper to enrich those in your network as well as                  
expanding   your   world? 
 
Step   1: Join   The   Vision   Project   network   -  
                                                 www.TheVisionProject.net/Survey_TVP_Join.htm 
 

Step   2: Connect with 3 other individuals and brainstorm about how you would modify            
/   enhance   this   white   paper. 

 

Step   3: Inform   your   lead   mentor   of   your   team.      They   will   get   everything   set   up   for   you. 
 
Questions   .   .   .   888.230.2300      Outside   the   US   .   .   .   630.393.9909 
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About   The   Authors 
We trust you have benefited from our mutual mindshare in this           
whitepaper. Please pass along the link to others so they can benefit            
as you have. Based on the following information please feel free to            
call anyone of us for a complimentary 30 minute interview / strategy            
session   to   see   if   or   how   we   might   be   able   to   assist   you. 
  

Carol   Taylor 
My   Ideal   Lead:       Business   in   need   of   commercial   cleaning 
What   I   do   .   .   .       Save   C-Level   executives   time   by   taking   care 
for   all   aspects   of   commercial   cleaning. 
How   I   help   people    -   Free   up   time/energy   for   leaders/owners. 
Contact   Info:    913-638-1092   -       cleanslate@att.net  
 
Randy   Eikermann,   CPA 
My   Ideal   Lead:       CEO   seeking   CFO   level   systems 
What   I   do   .   .   .       Develop,   install   and   oversee   financial   and 
accounting   system. 
How   I   help   people    -   Create   more   profitable   businesses 
Contact   Info:       573-486-1040   -    randy@evbllc.com  
  
Rebecca   Snider 
My   Ideal   Lead:       Those   seeking   the   dream   of   homeownership 
What   I   do   .   .   .       I   assist   families   pursue   and   achieve   the 
dream of homeownership. Work with other professionals in        
the   marketplace   to   help   them   grow   their   businesses.  
Contact   Info:       616-901-9079   -    rebecca@cremerteam.com  
 
Steve   Minnich 
My   Ideal   Lead:       Individuals,   families,   and   businesses 
seeking unique strategies for building wealth tax-free and        
without   market   risk.  
How I help people  - I teach you how to safely store and build              
wealth   and   how   to   have   life-time   income   you   can’t   outlive. 

Call :      509-32SMART   [327-6278]   /   Email:    steve@SmartWealthRadio.com  
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Taking   Action   .   .   .  
 

A   Simple   Phone   Conversation 
If some part of this white paper touched your heart and/or connected with             
you at the business level and you would like to talk to someone about any               
part of this please feel free to call anyone of the authors or you can call toll                 
free 888.230.2300 inside the US. Outside the US please call          
630.393.9909. 
 

Helping   Others   .   .   .   AND   .   .   .   Growing   Business 
One of the most powerful things we can do as Christian Business Owners             
is to help other business owners grow their businesses. As we help other             
business owners increase sales / increase their income, reduce the hours           
they work, reduce their stress and improve their life balance we gain            
influence   in   their   lives. 
 
That is obviously great for growing our business but in addition and really             
more important than that, for all of eturnity we can the ability to, at some               
point, as the Holy Spirit leads to share what Christ has / is doing in our                
lives. When a business owner comes to Chirst there are thousands of            
people   who   can   be   reached,   just   by   reaching   one   person. 
 
One very powerful resource we     
have found is the Legacy     
Partners. This is not a     
Christian site. This is a site      
with many powerful resources    
which has many free resources     
available to business owners. We have found this site to be a trusted site,              
one which provides many great solutions for business owners. As a result            
of you connecting the business owners you know in your life to something             
that   will   help   them   and   their   business,   your   influence   will   grow. 
 

www.TheVisionProject.net/LegacyPartners.htm 
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